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1 Background and objectives

The objective of the work package 3 is to develop mechanisms for the purpose
of detecting botnets. In a typical scenario, individual bots in a botnet first need
to establish communications with a Command and Control (C&C) node. Then
the C&C node gives individual bots up-to-date instructions about what to do,
for instance, when it is time to participate in a distributed denial of service
attack.

Our main focus has been on bots that communicate using the Twitter service.
Nazbot is an example of a botnet that behaves this way [1]. The instructions
for the bots in Nazbot were tweets encoded using base64 encoding [2]. When
a botnet uses social media services like Twitter or Facebook for communica-
tions, it is harder to detect the botnet traffic than in a more usual case where
communication is more directly pointing to the C&C node. In the usual case
a random-looking IP address is used, and this actually helps in detecting the
botnet.

2 First research idea: Analyze tweets

Twitter provides a free service by which it is possible to obtain a big volume of
randomly selected tweets. We used this service and analyzed millions of tweets.
The goal was to find tweets that would look suspicious from the point of view of
being candidates for botnet communications. More specifically, we developed a
program that recognizes parts in tweets that have probably been created using
base64 coding.

We knew from the beginning that we were looking for a “needle in the
haystack”. In addition, we had only a small part of the whole haystack. Indeed,
the free service provided a big number of tweets but still only a small portion
of all tweets. However, we found many tweets that contained parts that looked
like they were base64 encoded. But in a thorough manual analysis, we did not
find anything that would likely be C&C messages encoded using base64. Most
of the identified tweets contained random-looking words that were pointing to
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Bitcoin accounts. Apparently, these tweets were used in attempts to collect
money from the readers but we did not dive deeper to analysing these cases.

As a conclusion it seemed that either Twitter had not gained big popularity
among botnet users or Twitter already has put some means in place that would
block tweets that are suspicious from this point of view. Anyway, we decided
not to continue this direction of research further.

3 Second research idea:
Analyze reading of tweets

Instead of studying tweets themselves we put our focus on users who read tweets.
Based on existing knowledge of bot behaviour, we made an assumption that a
bot will typically read the same Twitter page frequently and periodically with
fixed time intervals.

We made two simple programs for a PC, one that reads tweets at fixed inter-
vals and another one that reads a “normal” webpage at fixed intervals. We also
captured and analyzed the web traffic that these two programs generated. The
next step was an experiment where we tried to detect traffic coming from these
two programs in a “normal” campus environment network with limited traffic.
Naturally the detection algorithm did not use any other specific information
about the two programs than what was assumed above about their behaviour.
The results of the experiment were encouraging but, as already mentioned, the
amount of traffic in the analyzed data set was limited.

The next step was to try to repeat the same experiment in an Android
environment. In other words, we wanted to check if it is possible to detect the
traffic these two simple programs generate on an Android device. To make a
reliable experiment, we had to be able to carry out monitoring in a network
with a reasonable amount of traffic from many Android devices.

4 F-Secure Freedome trial

As part of their CloSe project activities, F-Secure prepared a special version
of their Freedome [3] Android app that was intended for research use. All
traffic from devices using this special version of Freedome is directed to certain
Freedome servers that treat this traffic differently from normal Freedome traffic.
To put it shortly, the server stores traffic information from all connections these
Android devices make.

Volunteers started to use the service and F-Secure saved the data in a
database. Unfortunately, it took more time than expected to get the number
of users high enough for being able to protect the anonymity of an individual
user when analyzing the data. For this reason, experiments and analysis with
Android traffic are still in progress although the CloSe project is ending soon.

With the Freedome data we are now finding out which frequent and periodic
connections correspond to legitimate services and normal behavior of Android
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devices. After we have whitelisted the most common types of flows that occur
on fixed intervals we are able to better estimate how feasible it is to detect the
traffic generated by a botnet.

Our initial experiments have shown that most of the frequent flows from
users’ Android devices are connected to only a few IP addresses. This implies
that it should be possible to construct a useful whitelist of types of connections
that correspond to legitimate services.

5 Plan for the future

Based on the results obtained in the work package 3, the goal is to develop a
detection program that, for instance, a service like Freedome could utilize. The
operation of the program could roughly be described as follows. If a new type
of frequent and periodic connection is detected for several users, the program
would detect this. Then the program would find out whether this traffic is likely
to be for a legitimate service or it is traffic generated by a botnet.

Scientific publications are also planned based on the results.
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